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Kings and queens, British prime ministers, American presidents, countries of Europe...We

should all know these things - but like me, you're probably resigned to being the kind of person

that just never will. Now Grandmaster of Memory Ed Cooke offers up his memory secrets with

a fun, quick and completely unforgettable way to remember the things you thought you never

could.But this is no boring Willy, Willy, Harry, Ste. With Ed leading the way on unlikely

adventures through people and places, Abraham Lincoln may become a circle of bra-wearing

hams linking arms in your mind, and you may well encounter a fridge wearing Calvin Klein

underpants. You could also soon find yourself rattling off the prime ministers to a rapt audience

and adding, in a knowing tone, 'ah yes, Marquess of Rockingham, Whig I believe?'. What is for

sure is that you’ll be bursting with knowledge that will stick in your mind and impress your

friends for ever.
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Psychology and Philosophy at Oxford University, graduating in 2004. In order to become a

Grandmaster of Memory, he had to memorize 1,000 numbers in an hour, ten decks of cards in

an hour (520 cards) and one deck in under two minutes. He was ranked seventh overall in the

2007 World Memory Championships, in which he has competed since 2003, and coached

Josh Foer from novice to US Memory Champion in one year. As well as writing his weekly Mr

Memory column in The Times, Ed teaches memory techniques and thinking skills around the

UK. On most Sundays he can be found guiding memory walks around London.To my wonderful

sisters, Daisy, Eleanor, Florence and PhoebeIntroductionRead this book, and you’ll be able to

do some fun things.You’ll be able to recite all of our kings and queens in order, you’ll be able to

draw a freehand map of Europe, you’ll be able to tell any interested parties how many

presidents were called ‘James’ and you’ll know which prime minister came before the Earl of

Rosebery.Indeed, you’ll know that the Earl of Rosebery was a prime minister in the first place,

and also that he married an heiress and won the Derby – like Edward VII, who, incidentally,

was Queen Victoria’s eldest son.Knowing this kind of stuff is fun, it’s useful and there is no

need whatsoever for a gigantic brain.If you’re to believe me when I say this, and if you’re to

believe that by merely reading this book you’ll know very many things, it may be helpful if I

explain a little of how this project came about.It began with something of a personal climb-

down.You see, for some years I‘d been enjoying the social perks that come with being a

‘Grandmaster of Memory’: being ushered to the front of the queue at my local Tesco, receiving

free bottles of champagne from unwary barmen, having my hands stroked by pretty girls with

star-struck gazes.These were obviously good times. But they were being generated by a

terrible illusion. You see, my ability to learn a two-hundred digit number in the time it takes to

feed a cat was causing people to overestimate the speed of my brain. People supposed that,

since they could only manage about ten in a similar period, my brain travelled about twenty

times faster than your standard road-going model.Now, on numerous occasions I tried my best

to explain that this was not the case. Repeatedly, I described the techniques that are entirely

responsible for my capacity to remember: a wonderful collection of imaginative manoeuvres

with a tradition of expert practice that stretches back millennia.But mere explanation proved

next to useless in defusing the aura of genius attached to my knowing, for instance, the

address and phone number of every pizza-delivery joint in mainland Europe.The core trouble

was that you have to experience these techniques yourself before you can really trust them to

work.So I decided to actually show (forcefully, where necessary) my friends and family, and any

members of the public who cared to take an interest, what was going on inside my head as I

performed the memory marvels that were in danger of becoming the basis of my entire social

life.I therefore began a series of educative ‘memory walks’ in London. Ten or fifteen of us would

gather of an afternoon at an appointed spot, on the understanding that if, after an hour or so,

those present were not able to flawlessly recite both backwards and forwards the sixty or so

kings and queens of England and Britain, or whatever else was on the menu for that week

(giving relevant biographical details, of course), then I’d eat my hat.We’d pick a path about

some of the capital’s landmarks and I’d instruct my fellow walkers to imagine bizarre scenarios



– a bottle full of wolves at the foot of the National Portrait Gallery, a footballer in a toga against

a lamp-post in Hyde Park, bowtie-wearing geese escaping from a tub of lard in Little Venice.

We proceeded at a lazy pace, and there was much good-humoured banter – along with the

occasional high-five or boat ride.These were memory techniques in action: ways of

remembering that are kind on the mind, quickly learnt and formidably powerful. Invented by the

Greeks, they were perfected in the Middle Ages and, though they still enjoy a mild renown, are

ridiculously underused in the present day.The results were most gratifying. People seemed to

be enjoying themselves a good deal, and, more pertinently, I wasn’t eating any hats. Recall

was generally perfect, memories were still in place after many weeks and the facts learnt were

regularly and effortlessly called to mind. Some of my walkers, it emerged, were even beginning

to blaze ruinous trails through the pub quizzes of South London.‘This is really cool, Ed,’ people

told me. ‘Can we learn the hundred most common varieties of cat next week?’ I beamed as I

nodded back at them, but behind this show of pleasure and pride a niggling cluster of doubts

stopped me from wholeheartedly agreeing with them that this was indeed ‘cool’.I still privately

suspected, you see, that all the things we were learning were things that normal people should

know as a matter of course, that these walks were an embarrassing necessity, perhaps, for

people like me who lack a thorough education, but were hardly something of general

value.This conviction lessened in power, though, as I noticed ‘historians’ joining my walks. At

first I thought that there must be some mistake, or that they had come to mock me, but again

and again I saw these ‘scholars of history’ at the back of my tour group, furtively forming the

images as they followed along, all ears.A thought as wonderful as it was appalling began to

grow in my mind. Maybe no one really knows this stuff; maybe even paid-up students of history

go a bit blank when you start talking about the many sons of King Aethelwulf of Wessex.Some

amateur research was merited. A short investigation ensued. This is what was found:• Oxford

history undergraduates can freely name an average of only 9 of the 52 British prime ministers

(that’s 17%). They haven’t even heard of more than half of them.• Cambridge historians are

even more ignorant.• Their professors are not much better.• The average pedestrian is on a yet

more miserable footing.I tried asking about our kings and queens. A slightly different, though

equally bleak, picture emerged.On hearing the combination of a common boy’s name and a

number – say, ‘William’ and ‘the fifth’ – people recognized that it was a king I was asking about,

they ‘remembered’ he came from ‘quite a while ago’, they reported hearing something about

him at some point, but were generally unable to provide any further detail. ‘Was he the son of

William IV?’ some ventured. The objectivity required for my data gathering made it impossible

for me to respond, ‘No, you idiot.’Such stumbling performances are totally justified for a king

like William V, who never existed. But such responses, and there were many, are much less

excellent when the man in question is a national hero, like Henry III.Perhaps, though, I was

being old fashioned. Perhaps knowing stuff is outdated. Maybe everyone has gleefully traded in

their knowledge of the world for an internet connection and the capacity to bluff when the

power is down.When I asked people about this, though, they didn’t seem to agree at all. They

thought it would be a relief to know their kings and queens, for example, that it would be

‘interesting’ and ‘helpful’ and ‘good’. Indeed, many reported the intention to learn them ‘soon’,

which was encouraging, even if my follow-up test after six months revealed that none had.So

the situation seems to be this: hardly anyone knows this stuff yet a good deal of people would

like to and that hardly anyone seems to know how to go about learning these things yet all are

capable of doing so.A simple and enjoyable means was needed by which anyone could

remember a choice selection of things, things that everyone kind of wants to know but can’t get

to stick in their mind. So I wrote this book.How this book worksMemory, you have to



understand, works perfectly well in each of us – when it can be bothered.The trick of

remembering is to make sure your memory, a slothful creature prone to taking time out to do

the mental equivalent of texting itself at the back of the class, sits up and takes notice.The art

of memory is thus the art of making sure that what you give your mind to remember is as bright

and amusing and energetic and outrageous as possible.Now, with this book, Remember,

Remember, I’ve cooked up four stories that will, with luck, have your memory feasting like

there’s no tomorrow.Gone are the bitterly boring long lists of names that your memory will have

tried and failed to digest in the past. Instead, that same information has been hidden inside

these four stories, four incident-packed romps – that have been designed to be gobbled up with

the utmost ease.The principle is that each name is transformed into a memorable event and

that this list as a whole makes a string of events, or narrative.To give one example: the eighth

president of the US, Martin Van Buren, will become a Martian in a van that’s burning. The thing

about Martians in burning vans is that they’re a lot more bright and amusing and energetic and

outrageous than the sound of Martin Van Buren’s name, making them about a hundred times

easier to remember.Every character will be transformed in similar fashion and, to remember

their sequence, they’ll be introduced in order along a familiar journey (in this case, through an

airport as we head for our flight to the US).Once you’ve read the story and want to recall a

name or part of the sequence, you’ll travel that route in your imagination – where you’ll

effortlessly find the things you saw happening there some time before. The name will spring

automatically into your mind.The sections on the prime ministers of Britain, the presidents of

the US and the kings and queens of England and Britain each divide into two. The first half is

the basic story of what happened: from this you’ll learn to recite all the relevant people

backwards as well as forwards, and you’ll be able to jump in at any point and name the people

either side.The second section builds upon the first, touring over the same story, while adding

historical and cultural colour. Here, you’ll end up knowing something of the character of each

leader, of their personal habits, their achievements and the events of their time. The second

section thus adds depth and context to the first.Ideally, you’ll be inspired by the end to go it

alone on any topic that interests you. And also to use the framework of British and American

history that this book provides, and take it in directions of your own.The one rule of thumb that I

might ask you to bear in mind as you read is simply this: if you imagine something vividly, you

won’t forget it.With that, I’ll leave you to your imaginative adventures.Kings and Queens of

Britain and EnglandSPLAT!Well, that’s some way to wake up in the morning! A bellowing

warlord has just dumped a bucket of steaming offal on my head!Hey, I recognize this guy – he’s

Offa, the first King of England. What’s he doing in my bedroom?Oh, of course! We’re meeting

all the kings and queens of England today. Offa is just the first of an extraordinary collection,

and we’ll soon have the pleasure of meeting all the others, one by one.Come to think of it,

we’re due for a great day all round. It’s the last day of school – hurrah! – so lessons will be a

doss, and there’s sports day in the afternoon … and then, wonder of wonders, we’ve got

months of summer holiday to enjoy.But this offal is spoiling the party a little. I mean, it’s running

down into my pyjamas – awful! Let me just clear the animal entrails off o’ my face and check

the time. The alarm clock, this little Mercedes car on the bedside table with the time on its side,

tells me it’s 7.57 a.m.So here are some things I didn’t know until now – King Offa is from the

House of Mercia – and the Merc on the bedside table says he began his Mercian reign in AD

757.Well, I think we can all agree that washing has just taken a flying jump to the top of our

things-to-do list.Follow me along this here landing to the bathroom. You don’t mind me pointing

out objects of interest, do you, as we go along? Take a look at the Wessex helicopter I’ve

dangled up there on the ceiling. Doesn’t it look like it’s hovering? Magic, eh? No, no, there is



actually a string, but it’s so thin you can hardly see it.It’s there because this is the House of

Wessex – except in my bedroom, of course, which is the House of Mercia. I’ve put these

Wessexes up all over the place to remind me.Come on, then – into the bathroom!But fancy this

– there’s a massive blue boiled egg in the bathtub.Breakfast in the bath? Not a bad

plan.SPLOTCH!But not any more! The egg in the bath has just burst, spattering the whole

bathroom with sticky tendrils of its hot liquid yolk. This really is revolting – it’s gone everywhere,

including my face, and I don’t think it’s even been cooked long enough to be safe to lick off.

What a waste.This bursting egg, this egg that’s just burst, is King Eg-bert. He’s our second

king.Since the bathwater is now yellow, we’d better wash in the basin.Unfortunately, a wolf’s

beaten us to it – I think we’d better wait our turn. An unusual character, this wolf is stuck in the

neck of a large shampoo bottle, admiring himself in the mirror.While he gets on with it, let me

explain something.Bottles mean Aethels in this household. When you see a bottle, you should

be saying to yourself, ‘We have an Aethel here.’ You can think of a full bottle of ethanol to nail

this association between bottles and Aethels.So our wolf who’s wedged in the top of a

(shampoo) bottle is Aethelwulf, our next king.But he’s taking his time, isn’t he? What a ponce!

You’d think he was a teenage girl preparing for a prom the way he’s carrying on.He’s making

use of all three of the toiletries that this bathroom has got on offer. Mind you, I suppose it is his

right; they are his sons, after all.They’re lined up on the little glass shelf beneath the mirror,

each in a bottle of his own. The first bottle-son has a little bald man sticking out; the feathery

head of a colourful bird peeks from the second; from the third, meanwhile, protrudes a tube of

red lipstick.Aethelwulf’s grabbed hold of the biggest bottle now, the one with the bald man

sticking out.The bottle with the baldy is Aethelbald. Amazing: look how the wolf now puts his

firstborn Aethelbald to use as a roll-on deodorant, and how the perfectly spherical bald head

spins in the bottle’s casing as the wolf rolls it round his armpits.Now he’s grabbing the bird in

the bottle, Aethelbert, and passing him just beneath his nose. Listen to that high whirring sound

as the bird busily sets to work, his beak a blur as he clips away at the wolf’s moustache. He’s

quite a good barber, is Bert the bird, and the wolf is soon trimmed to perfection.Now that he’s

deodorized with Aethelbald and shaved with Aethelbert, the bottled wolf takes hold of his final

son, the bottle of lipstick. Goodness knows why but this wolf wishes to redden his lips. So he

purses them as he applies a honking red sheen of Aethelred, taking care not to get any on his

newly trimmed moustache.At last the wolf’s finished, and off he toddles, leaving the sink to

us.Let’s quickly dash some water over our faces and clear away that offal and egg before

getting downstairs for breakfast. It feels lovely, doesn’t it, the cool, fresh water? And while we

savour it let’s run through our heads the various kings we’ve seen so far today:After the

Mercian King Offa, there’ve been five Wessex kings: King Egbert, bursting in the bath, followed

by Aethelwulf and his three bottle sons. In order, those sons were: Aethelbald – the deodorizer,

Aethelbert – the moustache-trimmer, and Aethelred – his lipstick.We’re fresh and clean now,

and do you smell this? The godly scent of a fry-up is wafting through the bathroom door. Yum

yum. I could use a decent feed – are you going to hang around here or follow me to that food?

But, oh my goodness! It’s right here on the landing! The fry-up’s being cooked on a fire on the

carpet!And there’s the little hooligan responsible for all this, spatula in hand, looking like it’s the

most natural place in the world to cook breakfast! He’s tending to his sausages and slapping

down another rasher of bacon as we speak.This outrageous all-fried breakfast man is Al-fred

the Great, and he is our next king (and Aethelwulf’s fourth and final son to take the throne).As

we go past, he offers us some of his all-fried fare.Yes, I know, it smells amazing, but we can’t

possibly accept – he’ll be starting fires in our bed next. So let me just boot him out of the way,

and we’ll carry on heading downstairs to our cornflakes.But what a palaver! Instead of soft



carpet, look: the stairs are hidden beneath a frothy green torrent of elderflower cordial. How on

earth are we supposed to get down to the kitchen now?Wait a second – the answer’s appeared

in the form of a massive wooden head, of all things. It’s jovially bouncing down these

elderflower-cordial rapids, cool as a cucumber.A wood-head is a wood-ed is an Ed-ward,

obviously. This here wooden head in the elderflower cordial must be Edward the Elder, then –

our next king.If Edward the Elder can do it, so can we. With a bit of help. Go on! Grab hold of

him! Keep clinging on now as we career down the stairs in these foaming elderflower waters.

But this isn’t good: we’re picking up speed, going too fast! We’re going to be thrown out of the

stream. Brace yourselves!Wheee! Splat!Well, that was a reasonably soft landing, all things

considered. Luckily, we flew from the stream at the bottom of the stairs into two large bottles of

fake tan. They saved our skin, no doubt about it. But what atrocious smell is this? Doesn’t it

make you want to retch?This orange gunk, this tanning cream that’s been spattered all over the

walls and ceiling, pongs like nothing I’ve ever smelt before.Bottles of tan? These must be

Aethels – tan. King Aethelstan is our next Wessex king.But let’s not dawdle. Breakfast awaits!

Urgh! What is this? There I was: striding into the kitchen expecting cool, hard tiles beneath my

feet, but instead there’s something hot, wet and chunky seeping into my socks.I’ve just walked

straight into a mound of heads. And look! On top of the head-mound, there’s Ed-mund! Far

from apologizing, he asks me if I think his head-mound is magnificent.Thinking about it, I

probably do. But I’m not going to tell him that. So I tell him he’s a disgrace, and skirt

dismissively past Edmund the Magnificent (our next king) and his ill-placed head-mound.Right,

after all these upsets we need to focus on Operation Cornflakes. We need some milk.The

fridge is over there, but – uh-oh – it seems to be breaking down. It’s making the sloshing sound

you expect from washing machines.Carefully now, let’s open the door. KETCHUP! A slush of

ketchup is gunking out of the fridge and on to the floor. Yoghurts, lettuces and lumps of cheese

are being swept out by the flood. This is disastrous.Open the door a bit more and you’ll see

who’s responsible for this: there’s a severed head, stained a bright red, surrounded by a lake of

ketchup. And he’s not finished yet. He’s got a full bottle in his mouth and, drunk with glee, he’s

clamping his teeth down and squirting it all over the place.This gleeful head that’s red is King

Edred, our next king.The milk, meanwhile, is irretrievably lost, unless someone feels like

digging around in this gunk? I thought not. We’ll have our cornflakes dry, then. Wretched.At

least we can have them in a clean bowl, though. Did you hear that bleep? The dishwasher’s

just finished its cycle. Let’s open it up.Double wretchedness! As the steam clears, all there is to

see is a young boy sporting a soggy head-wig. And the liquid he’s just been washed in is, by

the smell of things, well… a most unappetizing one. I’m sorry to say this, but it’s quite evident

that his head-wig is wet with human urine.King Eadwig, that’s his name, appears to have wet

himself during the wash, and has thus been doused in his own wee. It makes you want to

sneeze.It’ll be no surprise to the reader to hear that King Eadwig’s other name is King Edwy.

He’s the only king with two names in the directory, so to speak. Thank goodness.No milk, no

bowls. The cornflake plan’s gone out the window. This is actually really annoying: today’s a big

day, and we’ll be needing some fuel…… and there I was complaining! What a fool I’ve been!

Listen to this fizzing and spluttering sound coming from the oven! If I’m not mistaken, that is the

sound of kippers being grilled in goose fat – my favourite meal.Ouch! A double whammy!

Opening the oven, a wave of heat smacks us in the face, followed soon after by the realization

that the interior of our oven is a kipper-free zone.Instead, there’s a head in the orange light of

the grill, calmly inspecting us as he puffs away on a fat Cuban cigar.This is infuriating! We’re

supposed to be inspecting the food, not vice versa.The head with a cigar, King Edgar, doesn’t

seem to care either about the social niceties or the fact that he’s being cooked. He’s just sooo



peaceful.He’s Edgar the Peaceable, our next king.Well, our breakfast plans have been royally

scuppered, you’ve got to admit, but let’s not panic. We can at least hydrate. All top athletes

drink loads of water – maybe it’ll help us run faster in sports day.Here’s a glass, a clean one, I

think. We’ll fill it up with cool water at the sink.Hello? What’s this? Oh heck, there’s yet another

severed head in here. This one must be wooden: he’s bobbing up and down in the soapy

waters.And I think he’s muttering at us… Yes, you can clearly hear him muttering insults! The

cheek! He just called me a thieving bog-weasel! That’s both unkind and untrue.Now, I’m not

normally quick to anger, but, when you can’t get a glass of water from your own sink without

abuse from some piece of wood, things have gone beyond a joke.So now our glass is full –

theeeeeere we go! – I’m going to make a martyr of our mutterer by blasting him with the hot

tap.No – no complaints – I won’t have it. Ha! The deed is done!Oh, and by the way: with this

simple act of violence, we’ve made our next king, Edward the Martyr.The trouble with all this is

that water makes for a pretty poor breakfast. Yes, we’re being hydrated, which is great, but, if it

doesn’t taste of anything, it’s not breakfast.At least this problem is easily solved: there on the

kitchen table is a jumbo bottle of trusty Ribena.The bottle of Ribena, full of its red liquid,

combines being a bottle (an Aethel) with being red. It’s therefore an Aethelred. Good morning,

King Aethelred!Don’t mind us; we’re just livening up our water with a bit of your nectar.As we

pour some of Aethelred into the water, however… what’s going on? The water’s turning

green.This isn’t what we bargained for. Green is not red – in fact, it’s most un-red.This clearly

isn’t just any old Aethelred, this is an un-red Aethelred. This is Aethelred the Unready.Now you

could say that our dietary preparations for sports day have left a lot to be desired. I mean, look

what’s happened! You just don’t suffer these kinds of disturbances in the Olympic Village. And,

no, I’m not making excuses; just consider the facts.The landing was on fire, for a start. That

was unsettling, even if it was just Alfred preparing his all-fried breakfast, and having to swim

down those elderflower rapids with Edward the Elder, a wooden head, before cannoning at the

bottom into Aethelstan, the two bottles of tanning-cream? The ones that stank? That’s hardly

choice preparation, is it?And everything seems to be conspiring against us in the kitchen too.

First, we trod in Edmund’s mound of heads at the door. Then Edred denied us our milk

because he was spurting so much ketchup in the fridge. And Eadwig, damp with his own Edwy

in the dishwasher? Did Steve Redgrave have to deal with that kind of thing?The oven, our next

point of call, lacked any food, remember, because a head had decided he needed to smoke his

cigar inside – that was Edgar – and we couldn’t even get ourselves a drink without being

hassled by a wooden head (Edward the mutterer, soon to become Martyr).Finally, when all we

asked for was a little taste of Aethelred’s Ribena, even that failed to meet our expectations: it

turned our breakfast green.But do I expect these setbacks to derail our bid for glory? Not a bit

of it! By hook or by crook, we’ll get our carbohydrates somewhere.We could investigate, for

instance, down the back of the sofa in the sitting room, where Dad is forever losing half-eaten

Danish pastries. So much so, indeed, that we’ve taken to calling the room the ‘House of

Denmark’. The sofa is now stickier than a fly-trap, of course, but we’ll just look inside, and not

sit in it.Onwards to the House of Denmark, then!By golly! You’ll never guess who’s on the sofa!

It’s Sven-Göran Eriksson! Hallo Sven!Sven tries to get up to greet us, but the poor fellow’s

stuck. All he can do is turn his head. And check this out – he has grown a forked beard!

Perhaps he’s trying to disguise himself after those dismal World Cup showings. Or perhaps the

reason he’s sitting there with a forked beard is that he’s our next king, Sweyn

Forkbeard.Despite sitting on a goldmine of Danish pastries, Sweyn’s chosen something rather

different to eat. By his feet, on a small stool, Sweyn has stacked himself a mound of those

gruesome heads we nearly tripped over on the way into the Wessex kitchen – something to



snack on while he watches TV. He’s not gone for a magnificent configuration, you’ll notice, but

he’s stacked them very safely all the same, having secured the structure with some iron that’s

holding in the head-mound’s sides. Well, this must be why this stack of heads is called Edmund

Ironside, the next in the line of England’s rulers.We should be off to school soon, but while

we’re here we may as well spare a couple of minutes to catch some telly. Let’s see what’s

on.Well, get this. What’s literally on the TV is a great big canoe – it positively dwarfs the set

beneath it. This canoe represents Canute the Great, our third sitting-room king. On screen now

– brilliant! – there’s an episode of Neighbours airing. And it gets better – more or less

everyone’s favourite Neighbours’ character, Harold, seems to be the hero of the bit we’ve

happened to catch.Look at him, the poor chap. He’s stuck out in the middle of the river, trying

to summon up the courage to swim ashore.He’s dithering as only Harold can dither: maybe the

waters are too cold for his liking. Watch as he dips a foot in to test them, only to whip it back

out with a pained sigh.And, blimey, look at those feet of his! To think that I nearly missed them!

They’re just horrible – they’re covered entirely in a thick matting of grey hair.So one thing’s

clear: this is Harold Hairy-feet, or, rather, Harefoot that we’re watching on TV. Harold Harefoot

is our next king.But Harold has now got company; this looks interesting. A small watercraft,

perhaps a canoe, is bouncing along the river towards him at great speed, sometimes almost

doing the water-going equivalent of a wheelie.And now we can see why! The whole front

portion of, yes it’s a canoe, is not there; it’s obviously been chopped off. Whoever this is out on

the river is riding in only half a canoe.And he’s headed straight for Harold. There’s going to be a

collision. It’s difficult to see how both of them can come out of this in one piece.With a terrible

crash, half a canoe smashes into Harold, who disappears with a terrific groan into the waters.

Poor Harold! I hope he’s OK…Half a canoe is our next king, King

Harthacanute.‘Neeighhhhhhhhhhhbours, everybody …’ That’s the end of the episode, then.

Too bad, I was enjoying myself.The House of Denmark’s been pretty happening, eh? Sweyn

Forkbeard on the sofa with our second head-mound, Edmund Ironside, at his feet. Canute the

Great’s canoe on top of the telly. Harold Harefoot getting knocked off the throne by

Harthacanute… You can’t argue with that.Now, then, shouldn’t we be thinking about heading –

SMASH!Weeeooo-weeeooo-weeeooo…Breaking glass, the car alarm… Holy smoke – I think

someone’s nicking our car!Stop them!We bound from the House of Denmark and out of the

front door to save the family wheels. But what a sight greets our eyes! There are no thieves

here, only a massive wooden head.A wooden head that’s crushed our car almost flat! Look at

the thing; that head must have been dropped from a considerable height.It doesn’t take a

detective to find the culprit for this one. There he is, hovering guiltily away in a Wessex

helicopter fifty yards above the car.‘You imbecile!’ we cry at the helicopter pilot. ‘You miserable,

pathetic Anglo-Saxon imbecile!’Instead of the pilot, though, it’s the car-crushing head of wood

who responds: ‘Sorry, sorry,’ he says. ‘I confess – it’s all my fault.’‘Are you sure?’‘Of course I’m

bloomin’ sure,’ the head snaps back. ‘Just accept my confession. I’ll sort out the insurance.’ At

that, the head shuts up.This confessing head-wood is Edward the Confessor, and the

helicopter hovering away above reminds us we’re back with the House of Wessex.Right, well,

thanks to our Edward, we’re going to need a new way to get to school. It’ll have to be the bus.

Luckily, there’s a stop just down the street.Let’s head for that bus stop, passing the squashed

car and leaving through the garden gate – which someone’s helpfully holding open for us. You’ll

never guess who.Amazingly, it’s Harold from Neighbours again!‘Hello again, Harold,’ we say,

carefully eyeing his feet. But there’s no hair. His feet are undeniably, disgustingly bald. And he

is tapping one impatiently on the dewy grass.We take the hint, thank him for his kindness and

head off, still trying to come to terms with this being an entirely different Harold. Harold II,



indeed, the last of the kings of Wessex – the last of the Anglo-Saxons.We’re now on Norman

Street, headed for the bus stop a few yards distant.Up close, this stop turns out to be one of

the most nondescript, utterly run-of-the-mill bus stops you’ve ever seen. It’s almost

aggressively normal, which tells us we’re at the point where the House of Normandy begins.All

things considered, it’s hardly surprising that the billy goat in front of us is trying to destroy the

side of the stop with a rock-hard conker. It needs some kind of improvement, and why not

cosmetic dentistry? The goat is making the dents by swinging the conker on a string between

his teeth. Fantastic technique, but do pipe down, Billy – you’re in a public place.While we wait

for the bus I’m going to start stretching my hamstrings, bending down like this. Nothing like

warming up in good time.As I do so let me explain something about billy goats. They stand for

Williams. Bill is a nickname for ‘William’, you see, so when you see a billy goat, you must say to

yourself, ‘Aha! We have a William on our hands.’This first billy goat (the one we just saw with

his conker) is, then, William I the Conqueror, the first Norman king.My next stretch requires a

sitting position, so let’s move under the shelter.Oh – but the bench is taken…No worries,

though. I mean – is this not the cutest thing you ever saw? A little red-haired billy goat is curled

up under a rug on the bench, shivering. The poor thing doesn’t have a home.He is called Billy

Roofless by his pals, but to us he’ll always be King William II ‘Rufus’.Aha! There’s our bus –

that very normal-looking one pulling in now.With a hiss and a clunk, the doors slide open. An

enormous white chick is the first to hop aboard, waddling up the steps.Now this is important,

so listen up. There are eight Henries in this monarchy of ours, and each will be a different kind

of hen, or bird. So remember this: hen (or bird) = Henry.This first hen, this twittering outsize

chick who’s now buying his ticket, is Henry I.As our first Henry waddles on to the bus, the bus

driver comes in to view: it’s Stephen Fry. How cool is that? If I’d known that one of Britain’s

national treasures drove the school bus every day, I would have given up on the car ages ago.

What Stephen Fry is doing driving buses is anyone’s guess, but it is, I suppose, convenient:

King Stephen is our next king.We’re about to follow Henry I on to the bus and meet our hero

driver when, with a terrible bash, a van rams into the side of the bus.A moment later, a woman

with a scraggy old mat in her hand leaps out to attack. This mat-holding maniac, Mat-ilda,

obviously doesn’t do road rage by halves.Having bludgeoned her way through the window, she

sets about whacking Stephen repeatedly over the head. Stephen’s trying to protect himself, but

it’s all so sudden, so vicious! Why on earth is she being so mean?Matilda is conducting a

(drive-by) mat-press: an m-press for short. This is a technique of persuasion, you may know,

where you hit someone so hard over the head with a mat that they do whatever you say.Aha –

so the mat-holder, Matilda, is an empress on a mission to persuade. Her full name is Empress

Matilda. And her mission? Well, listen to what she’s bellowing, one word at a time, in between

whacks of the mat!She – wants – her – son – to – be – bus – driver.
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John L, “A great book to learn imaging for what you want to remenber. I have the kindle copy

for 9.99. I have no interest in memorizing all the king, queens, presidents. However what I do

have is a desire to learn how to create more memorial images and he does a great job

describing his images so I can learn to create mine much better.......purchasing the book just

for that help is well worth the money to me....Most Memory books just tell you to make your

images memorable with just a few examples....I needed much more to give me more ways to

learn how to create them....BTW Ed coached Joshua Foer from a novice to USA Memory

Champion in one year. Joshua's book Moonwalking with Einstein is a great read on his journey

to becoming the USA Memory Champion with Ed Cooke's coaching and Professor Ericsson's

guidance.”

Robert M. Bittner, “Highly Recommended for Every Memory Enthusiast. This is not so much a

book of memory techniques as it is a guide to developing linking stories/memory palaces to

remember the information that is important to you. Cooke is truly inspired when it comes to

crafting the kind of imaginative scenarios that are proven to help memories stick. Even if you

don’t think you want to memorize the specific lists he explores here—US presidents, British

kings and queens, etc.—I’d encourage anyone interested in memory techniques to read this

just to see how Cooke does it. Finally, while other writers on memory techniques talk about the

importance of outlandish and over-the-top imagery—all delivered in dry, charmless prose—

Cooke is truly an entertainer as well as an expert teacher.”

Josh Vogel, “Learn by doing. I think this book is best purchased after you buy some other



books about memory training. Dominic O'Brien has a number of excellent ones out there (just

to pick one of my favorites, there are plenty of others) as does Fiona McPherson. Having a

background in how mnemonic techniques work, and the variety of techniques available is

useful because this book doesn't really explain too much about how the stuff works, but rather

jumps right in to having you learn via the "Journey method". It's a great example of how to use

some Mnemonic techniques "in action" and you will probably remember a great deal of the

things you are trying to remember after the first reading of this. If you apply this method to

other things, you will probably find it very effective, as I do. Ed Cooke does a great job of

making something that I would never other wise learn seem very interesting and fun to

memorize. Nice work!”

James F. Boyer, “Very good, but challenging as an American. This book was very good. I

learned quite a bit and am glad that I made the purchase. That being said it had a lot of

references that you would not know having not lived in the UK. Once you get the hang of this

book though you can make your own different references in your mind which shall suffice

nicely. As an American I would instead recommend the excellent, The Memory Palace, by

Lewis Smile. I found that much more accessible with an American frame of reference and it

captured my interest in a way that is hard to overstate.All in all, very good book and likely to be

well worth purchasing. If you are an American though I would say to buy The Memory Palace

first and then this book after once you have some familiarity with the technique,”

Jeff Birk, “Really enjoyed reading this book but I will agree with another .... Really enjoyed

reading this book but I will agree with another review posted here: it helps to have a basic

knowledge first of the memory palace and/or journey method techniques of memory. One can

do so by reading or listening to Dominic O'Brien's Quantum Memory Power. That being said,

Ed's walkthroughs on memorizing the presidents of the USA were very helpful. If I learned one

thing more than anything else from this book, it was how to get a little crazier and detailed with

my imagination. I'm currently memorizing the chapter headings of a book of scripture and

whenever someone is baptizing converts, I picture a man in a jacuzzi baptizing white Converse

tennis shoes (hence, baptizing Converse). This stuff really works and Ed gives some great

examples of actually going through the creative process in building a memory palace or using

the journey method.”

Sherlock, “You Can Remember ( if you put the work in). We are taken on a bizarre journey,

from being woken up by a sack of offal thrown over us at 07:57, to remember the first king,

Offa, (757).The story carries on in the same vein up until Queen Elizabeth II is waving as King

George VI flies by in a 6 winged Spitfire. This gives you a taste of how memories are

created.There’s also a system to remember the map of Europe ( a huge eagle with Switzerland

as the head and Poland/ Romania as the wings).I will need to reread this to fully make it

work.Only one tiny criticism is that the author has done the hard work of creating the

associations, whereas if we had been prompted to come up with our own ideas, the ideas

might stick together.”

MRS.E.JEFFCOATE, “Such an easy method. This method really tunes into how the brain really

works effectively. No constant repetition to remember facts, just read the image based story

twice and you can remember lists of over 50 items backwards and forwards. Astonishing!”

Tom Nor, “A real eye opener. You can do this stuff!. I got this book after reading Foer's fantastic



Moonwalking with Einstein (which is heavily reiviewed and deservedly 5-starred). Ed was

Foer's coach I wanted to see if the Memory Palace (or in this case, Memory Path) worked for

me and lo and behold it does! I only read the first section on Kings and Queens as that is what

I was interested in and it has already been so useful in my ability to place historical figures in

context in a way I never could before (got to GCSE level history only). Within 2 hours I had a

good memory of all of them since Offa in 757. There are other sections on American

Presidents,  British Prime Ministers that I didn't try but look equally useful if that's your interest.”

Cmmdrdata, “It works. I have read a few books on mnemonics over the years. This is one of

the better ones. The methods are well known but the way to make them effective is using your

imagination which Ed Cooke encourages very well in this volume. If you follow the advice,

practice and work at it (yes - it does involve real work) then the results can be yours. Impress

your friends, family, tutor or classmates.”

ARM Yorkshire, “The title says it all. This book is a revelation to me as I do not remember

things well. I can now name every monarch of England from Offa in 757 to Elizabeth II today. It

is the kind of book that you can pick up at any time and memorise a few more facts. You can

apply the technique this book teaches, to memorising any list that you need.”

The book by Ed Cooke has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 60 people have provided feedback.
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